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Together, we can help get your
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faster and happier!
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WE ARE COMMITTED TO PROVIDING
Excellent Customer Service
for your buyers
PASSION FOR Familie s & THE INDUSTRY

Josh and Jamie have called Oklahoma home their whole lives and have lived in
Tulsa for the past 15 years. Josh made the move to the mortgage industry in 2015
to have a positive impact in his community. Jamie loves helping families see
their dream of owning a home become a reality. Together, they want to ensure a
smooth loan process, from the first steps to closing day!

THE HALLFORD TEAM

We are here to help your buyers every step of the way.

Josh Hallford- Mortgage Advisor | Jamie Hallford- Transaction Coordinator
Elena Miyazato- Production Associate | Chelsea Barnes- Client Specialist | Colton Boomer- Client Specialist

C OMMUNICATION

We are always an email, call or text away for any questions. We also provide
families with updates every step of the way.

IN-HOUSE OPERATIONS

We have team members in our office that cover all stages of the loan process from
pre-qualification experts, closing coordinators, processors, underwriters and so
much more! This helps us communicate quickly, cut through red tape and keep our
commitments to closing on-time.

C ommit ted Close On-Time

We know the importance of buyers getting into their new home.
We are always committed to closing on-time.

Above & Beyond Customer Service

We want to serve your buyers and give them an outstanding
experience, creating raving fans! From greeting them, offering
beverages, sending them notes and congrats packs full of
goodies, we want them to know we are so excited to be
helping them with their home loan.

W H AT FA MILIE S ARE SAYIN G

“

- Crystal I.

Thank you Josh for being a part of my happy memories of accomplishments
in life!! Getting a home is sometimes stressful and frustrating, but Josh and
his team made it smooth and simple! He answer all my questions and was
very attentive, honest and goes above and beyond to make sure we get
all things done accordingly our timeline!! Definitely recommend Josh and
his team for anyone who is buying their next home!!
- Zoua V.

“

						

made my first
time home buyer
experience the best.

“

“

I am so grateful for Josh and Jamie Hallford. They
made my first time home buyer experience the best.
They were patient with me and explained the process
all the way through. I highly recommend them to
everyone that is going through the homeownership
process. Thank you guys. I really appreciate it.

“

“

We are so grateful for Josh and his team! From start to finish they have
offered clear, personal, and professional service. Throughout the entire
process, my wife and I knew that Josh was always advocating for us,
seeking to place us in the best possible situation. They quickly and clearly
answered every question that we had. We never felt in the dark or out
of the loop. We cannot more highly recommend the Hallford team for any
who are in need of a mortgage and desire an excellent experience.
- Josh & Elly D.

